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VORTEX DYNAMICS FOR THE GINZBURG-LANDAU EQUATION 
WITH NEUMANN CONDITION 

SHUICHI JIMBO* AND YOSHIHISA MORITAt 

Abstract. We study the Ginzburg-Landau equation, ut = Au + (l/e2)(l — |u|2)w, u = (ui, U2), 
in a planar contractible domain with Neumann boundary condition, where e > 0 is a small parameter. 
We construct a finite-dimensional manifold of a family of approximate solutions and consider the 
dynamics near the manifold. If a solution lies in a sufficiently small neighborhood of the manifold, 
we can derive the dynamics projected on the manifold. Then the equation describing this dynamics 
provides a motion law of zeros to the approximate solutions and it approximates the dynamics of 
zeros (called vortices) of the original solution. 

1. Introduction. We devote to the Ginzburg-Landau equation in a bounded 
domain fi of R2 with the Neumann boundary condition: 

(1.1) ut = Aw+-2(1- \u\2)u = 0,    (x,t) GOx (0,oo), 

du 
(1.2) d~=0) (a:,t)€ 0ft x (0,oo), 

where u = (ui(x,t),U2(x,t))T, e is a small positive parameter and d/du denotes the 
outer normal derivative on the smooth boundary <9ft. This equation is a gradient 
equation of the following energy functional 

(1.3) Ee(u) := i jf ||VU|2 + ^(1 - M2)2} dx 

in i:f1(ft;R2). Moreover the Euler equation of E€(u) is a system of elliptic equations 
with the Neumann boundary condition 

1 
(1.4) Au+— (1- \u\2)u = 0,    xen, 

(1.5) 7^ = 0,     x e an, 
ov 

whose solution gives an equilibrium state of (1.1). Throughout the paper we assume 
that the domain ft is contractible. We also allow the complex expression u = ui(x, t) + 
21/2(a;, t) for a solution u = (ui(x,t), U2{x,t))T to (1.1). 

Since a solution u(x,t) of (1.1) has two components, a vector field on ft can be 
defined by the solution for each time t > 0 and the zero set of the solution at time 
t is consist of discrete points in generic. Note that the degree of each zero y can 
be defined by deg(y,dBp(y)), where Bp(y) is a disk with a small radius p. Zeros 
of the equation (1.1) (or (1.4)) are called vortices which play an important role for 
characterizing some dynamical behavior of the solution (refer to the introduction of 
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[16]). Therefore the dynamics of vortices has been extensively studied by physicists 
and mathematicians, for instance see [6], [12], [19], [20], [21], [22], [23], [26]. 

Among other things, as for the equation (1.1) with the Dirichlet boundary data 

(1.6) u = g{x),    xedtt,     101 = 1,    deg(g;dn)=d,    deZ\{0} 

(hereafter we assume d > 0 for simplicity of notation), elaborate results were proved by 
Lin ([19, 20]) and Jerrard-Soner ([12]). They derived, taking a limit of a subsequence 
en -* 0 after time scaling 5 = t/log(l/e), a limit equation describing the motion law 
of the vortices. If we let (ai, • • •, ad) be a configuration of the vortices, the limit 
equation is written as 

(1.7) —(ai,-",ad) = —grad W(au...,ad), V       / ds TT 

where W(au ..., ad) is the renormalized energy given by [2]. (Note that Rubinstein- 
Sternberg [26] first showed rigorously that the scaling s = t/log(l/e) works in the 
study of vortex dynamics.) 

On the other hand for the Neumann problem, (1.1)-(1.2), Lin [21] derived the 
limit equation as done for the Dirichlet case by defining the renormalized energy ap- 
propriately. Although the renormalized energy is not explicitly given there (except for 
the special case, Q = {\x\ < 1} and d=l), it suggests important dynamical properties 
of vortices, for example, the annihilation of two vortices with opposite signs of degree. 

To investigate the dynamics of the limit equation extensively, we need more infor- 
mation on the limit equation. A recent study in [16] provides an explicit form of the 
limit equation for the Neumann problem. In fact, after deriving the limit equation by 
applying the argument of [12] to the Neumann case, we succeeded to rewrite it with 
a Green function and Robin function of it. We present it here. Let the configuration 
of m-vortices be denoted by 

(y(1\s)r--,yirn)(s))en™:=nx-..xn. 

Then the limit equation can be written as follows: 

(i.8)      -iytf) = vs(ytf>) + 2Y/djdkvxG(y{j\y{k))     U = i,..-,™), 
ds fc#j 

where time 5 is scaled as in (1.7), dj (= 1 or - 1) denotes degree of the vortex yW, 
G(x, y) is the Green function of A with Dirichlet condition and S{x) is the Robin 
function of it. With the aid of this form some dynamical properties (existence or 
nonexistence of equilibria, collision of vortices etc.) of the limit equation are also 
shown in [16]. 

In this paper we study the dynamics of solutions to (1.1)-(1.2) for sufficiently small 
but positive e and show that the motion law of the vortices can be approximated by 
the limit equation under an appropriate condition. In fact given positive po > 0, we 
construct a family of approximate solutions 

u = ue(x;y),   y = (y(1),---,y(m))ey, 
(1.9) 

Y := {y e ^m : \yW - y{k)\ > 2po, j ¥> k,    dist{y^\dn) > fpo}. 

Then we obtain a 2m-dimensional submanifold 

Me:={u = u(-,y):yeY}, 
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in the space of continuous functions C0(fi;R2). We will prove that for a positive 
function 6(e) = o(e), there is a C1 function ye(-) from the neighborhood of Me 

U(Me) = {u e C0(I7;K2) : \\u-ue(-,y)\\com < 6(e), y 6 Y} 

into Y such that for a solution u(x,t) G U(Me), y(t) = ye(u(-,t)) satisfies 

(i.io) ^(v^l^'^-^n^+od), 
m m 

(1.11) V(y):=-nY/S(yih))-nY/T,G(y{J)'yik))- 
k=l k=lj^k 

Hence by scaling s = £/log(l/e), the leading term of this equation agrees with (1.8). 
To obtain the above result, we need to verify 

771 771 

(1.12) Ee(ue(;y)) = -7r^5(y(fc)) -^^G^'),^)) + 0(1), 
k=l k=lj^:k 

t1-13)        ^M-,y)) = -^(») + 0(i). 

In fact once we obtained these relations, we can derive the above motion law near the 
manifold by applying the idea found in [7]. 

We note that one can find many papers on the dynamics of interfaces and spikes 
for a class of reaction-diffusion equations including Allen-Cahn equation and Gierer- 
Meinhardt equation (for instance see [1], [4], [9], [8], [10], and the references therein). 
It is also interesting that a similar form of the energy (1.12) is addressed in [27], 
where it is shown that a critical point of the energy gives a locus of spikes to a spike 
solution. In many cases of the reaction-diffusion equations it can be proved that 
normal direction of manifolds for approximate solutions possesses the attractivity; 
thus the dynamics near the manifold is controlled by that on the manifold. Such 
attractivity could be proved by solving eigenvalue problem of the linearized operator 
at the approximate solutions or the comparison method for the scalar equation. 

On the other hand for the Ginzburg-Landau equation it is not so easy to handle 
the eigenvalue problem of the linearized operator for vortex solutions. Actually we 
only have a few results for it (see [15], [23], [24]) and we can't apply them to the 
present case. Therefore we need to study further to prove that the solution remain 
in a neighborhood of the manifold for a long time. Although the study developed in 
this article is not complete for this reason, we believe that it would work in the future 
study. 

This paper is organized as follows. In §2 given prescribed distinct points y^\ 1 < 
j < m, we consider a harmonic map from Q \ {y^, - • • ,2/^} into 51 C C with 
Neumann condition. This map has singularity at each y^). We compute the energy 
of the map in a domain with holes around the points y^, 1 < j < m. On the other 
hand in §3 we compute the energy of the symmetric vortex solution in a small disk 
centered at the zero of the solution. In §4 and §5 we investigate an approximate 
solution parametrized by {y^l\ • • •, y^}, which denote the locus of zeros, and obtain 
(1.12) and (1.13). By combination of those results we derive (l.lO)-(l.ll) describing 
the dynamics near the manifold of the approximate solution in §6. 
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2. Energy of the harmonic map with singularity. Given p G £1, let ip(x\p) 
be a solution of 

{&x(p = 0, x £ ft, 

ftp 

where (•, •) denotes the inner product of vectors in M2. Although Arg(x -p) is multi- 
valued function with a singularity at x = p, each representative satisfies 

\x -p\2 ' 
(2.2)       VxAig(x -p) = -, —j-, (x - p)1- := (-(a:2 - £2), (^i - Pi))- 

In fact \/xAYg(x - p) is well-defined as a single-valued vector function (see [17]). By 
the condition 

(2.3) /   (i;x,VxATg(x-p))dS = 0, 
Jan 

(2.1) has a solution which is unique up to additive constants (see [16]). 
We denote a disk with radius p centered at x = a by 

Bp(a) := {\x -a\< p}, 

and denote the degree of a function u   =   {ui(x),U2(x))T  around x   =   a by 
deg(u(')]dBp(a)). Let 

(2.4) Cr:={(y(1\...,y(m))€R2m:y(j)en  (1 < j < m), yU) ^ y{k)   <J±k)}. 

Given y = {y^\ ..., 2/(m)) G ftm, define 

m 

(2.5) e(x;y) := ^^(Argfr - y0)) +v(a:;yW))), 

and 

(2.6) ^(x; y) = exp(zG(a;; y)), 

where ^ = 1 or - 1. Note that dj = deg(uh(x]y),dBp(y^)). We easily check that 

(2.7) div(Ve) = 0,   a;Gn,x^yW)(l<j<m),     -^ = 0,   x G dSl, 

(2.8) A^ + |V^|2^=0,   xGil^^j/^a^j^m),    ^7=0.   x e dQ. 

Hence w^ is a harmonic map from ft \ {yW,..., yt"1)} into 51 C C, having singularity 
Q,tx = yV\j = l,...,m. 

We introduce the conjugate harmonic function S(x,p) to ^(a;;p).  The Cauchy- 
Riemann equation implies 

(2.9) VxS(x,p)± = VMx]p). 
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Then a solution to the elliptic equation 

(2.10) Axs
, = o, xen,     s = -iog\x-pl xeon 

gives the conjugate harmonic function. Indeed it follows from the facts that the 
domain is contractible and that the solution 5 = S(x,p) to (2.10) admits the boundary 
condition 

—S   _-(r,V,6)-     |a?_p|2    - j——--—^ 

where r denotes the unit tangential vector on <9Q. 
Set 

(2.11) H{x,v) ~ Arg(a; - p) + (p(a:;p). 

Then we have the following lemma: 

LEMMA 2.1.  Given p eft, define 

(2.12) G(x,p):=log\x-p\ + S(x,p),        x ^p, xeti. 

Then 

(2.13) VxGfap)-1- = VxH(x,p),    x^p, xett, 

and with an appropriate additive constant to G(x,p), 

( Aa:G = 0, xeSlWp}, 

(2.14) G = 0, a; G an, 

G(x,p) ~ log\x — p\ +0(1),    x & p,x ^ p 

hold, namely G(x,p) is the Green function of the Laplacian A with Dirichlet (zero) 
boundary condition. 

The next proposition is the main result of the present section. 

PROPOSITION 2.2. Let p be a positive number satisfying 

p<min{-   min   dist(dQ,^),    -       min       \y^-y^\}. 

Set Qp:=n\ (U^Bpiy^)) and 

(2.15) Ep(uh):=l- f   \Vxuh(x;y)\2dx. 
J lip 

Then 

(2.16) Ep(uh) = -rmr log p + V{y) + 0{p) 

where 
m m 

(2.17) V(y) := -TT^S(y^,y®) -TTJ^T,djdkG{y^\y^) 
3=1 k=lj^k 

To prove this proposition we prepare two lemmas. 

LEMMA 2.3. 
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(i) Ep{uh) in (2.15) satisfies 

(2.18) 

Tf JdBJyW) VVX 

where Yljj denotes the summation over indices, 1 < j% £ < m,j ^ k or£^k. 
(ii) Define 

(2.19) 

Then 

P 1    ZJB BP(yW) 
|V^|2 

\x-y (k)\2 
dx. 

(2.20)       FW = -7rS(y<fc>,i,<fc>) - Tr^dkdjGiy^^) 
i¥>k 

x - y^\dcj + G(xJV)-^S{x,yW)d(j 

j(, JdBp(yW) 

where Sj.fc ^ as ^n (0- 

LEMMA 2.4.  Tfte identity 

(2.21) 

holds. 

Ep(uh) + J2Fpk) = -mnlogp + Viy) 
k=l 

Before proving Lemmas 2.3, 2.4, we prove Proposition 2.2 with the aid of Lemma 2.4. 
Proof of Proposition 2.2 : We see that there is a positive constant such that 

\X — V^   M 
< Ci 

1^ — y(k)\ 
x € Bp{y(% 

where Ci is independent of p. Therefore we obtain 

1 

/. BP{yW) 
|V^|2 - 

\x — y(k)\2 <27rCi /    -rdr = 
Jo   r 

27rCip 

from which 

|F(fc)| < Cp 

follows. Hence we obtain the assertion of the proposition by Lemma 2.4. D 
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Now we prove Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4 in the rest of this section.   We first prove 
Lemma 2.4. 

Proof of Lemma 2.4 ' We can verify 

JdBp(y(k)) OVx 

= [ (\og\x-y^\^log\x-y^\ + S(xJk^^log\x-y^)da 
JdBpiyW) \ vvx aux J 

+ [ G{x,yM)^-S{xJV)da, 
JdBp(y(k)) VVx 

= 27rlogp+ / S{x,yM)^-\og\x-yM\dcT 
JdBp(y(k)) VVx 

+ [ GixJ^^-SixJ^da. 
JdBp(y(k)) VVx 

Here we computed 

/ iog|x-y(fc)|Alog|x-^)|da=  ri2Z£pde = 2>K\ogp. 
JdBp(y(k)) dvx JO P 

Using (2.18),(2.19) and the above indentity, we obtain (2.21). D 

Proof of Lemma 2.3: We first prove (2.18). Put 

^(i) := d^Axgix - y(j)) + vfayW)). 

Then 

2 

Et 

-      « rn -      «       ffi      lib 

2JnP j^i 2Jnpj=ie=1 

By Lemma 2.1 we have 

VxV05 • VXVW = djdtVzGfayW) ■ VxG(x,yW), 

therefore 

(2.22)    Ep(uh) = -][] Y^djdt /   VxG(x, yW) • VxG(x, yie))dx 
j=l£=1 ^QP 

-     771        771        m « rs 

= -5EEE/       r    G^yO))  * G^yW)^ 

which agrees with (2.18). 
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Next we prove (2.20). We put 

(   F(k) _ T(k)      T(k) 

(2.23) < 
j[k) := \ I {2V,Arg(x - y<*>) • V^(a;; yW) + |V^(x; yW)!2}^, 

4k)-=l[       (|v,0|2-|v^)!2)^ 
lBp(yW) 

In terms of (2.2) and (2.9) we can write 

J[k) = \i {2V, log |z - pW'l • V^^yW) + iVsSfoyW)!2}*** 

= J / (Vx log la; - y{k)\ • Vx5(x, 2/(;c)) + V,G(x, yW) • V^^, y«)}&. 
D(y(fc)) 

We easily check 

(2.24) j{*> = -KS{y(k\yM) + \ { f S(x,y^)^-log\x - y^\da 
2   [JdBp(yW) OVx 

+ [ G(x,y^)^-S(x,y^)da) . 
JdBpiyW) OVx J 

Next we compute J^   . Let 

Then 

(2.25)   4k) = lf (2VxijW -V^V + \Vx¥V\2)dx 
lJBp(yW) 

= \l y2dkd^xG{x,y^) ■ VxG(x,y^)dx 

+ \l E YsdA^xGix, yW) ■ VxG(x, yW)di 
2
-/BP(„(*))^^ 

Note that 

(2.26) 
£„(!/<*>) 

V:cG'(x,2/(fc))-VxG'(a;,2/(^)^ 

a 
-27rG(t/fc),yW) + / -£-G(x,yW)G(x,yW)da, 

IdB^yW)"^ 

(2.27)/ VxG(x,yW)-VxG(x,yW)dx= [ G(x,y^)^-G(x,y^)da, 
JB^yW) JdBp(yW) VVx 
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and for j,£ y£ k, 

(2.28)   / VxG(x,yU)).VxG(x,yW)dx= [ G(x^)^-G(x,y^)da 
JBp(yW) JdBp(yW) avx 

holds. Applying (2.26), (2.27) and (2.28) to (2.25) yields 

(2.29) T(*) J2 -^^djGiy^ Jk)) 
3*k 

+\Yldld' I G(x,yU))-£-G{x,yW)d* 
2^ JdBp(yW) Wx 

Adding (2.24) to (2.29), we obtain (2.20). □ 

REMARK 2.5. Recall that the function S{x) := S{x,x) is called a Robin function. 
Hence in the expressions of (2.17) and (2.20) we can use this Robin function. 

3. Energy of the symmetric vortex solution. We let /oo(s) be a unique 
solution to 

(3.1) 

r  ^/ + -^/-4/ + (1-/2)/ = 0'    0<S<oo, ds2        s ds        sz 

K  /(0) = 0,   /(oo) = l,   0</(5)<l   (0<5<oo). 

It has the asymptotics such that for a sufficiently large number Ri > 0, 

(3.2) 
/oo(s) = l-^2+0(l/A        s>R1, 

v /oo(s) = a1s + 0(s3))        s<l/Ru 

where ai is a positive constant (see [5] or [18]). Define 

(3.3) /e(r):=/oo(r/e). 

Then u£ = fe(r)eie gives a symmetric vortex solution to 

AU+^(1-|M|
2
)U = 0,        xeM2. 

Note that by (3.2) 

(3.4) 

Mr) = l-7^ + 0(e4/r% 

m = ^+o(eyr5) 

n,(r) = ^ + 0(eyr>) 

r > eRi, 
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( ' = d/dr, " = dt/dr2). Given p > 0, define 

IVtU2 + x(l - \ue\'zr I dx. 

Then we easily verify 

(3.5) 

Bp(0) 
i<i-HUV}. 

IM = » /'{I/,? + 4/,2 + i(l - /?)2}r<ir. 
Jo re 

/" + 7/e'-i/e + i(l -/')/, = 0,      /6(0)=0, 

PROPOSITION 3.1. Let Ri be as in (3.2) and let p satisfy 

eRi < p < 1. 

Then Ie(p) of (3.5) admits 

(3.6) Je(p) = TT log(l/e) + Trlogp + Co + 0(62/p2), 

where CQ = CQ(RI) is a constant independent of e and p. 

Proof.       Since fe satisfies 

(3.7) 

we obtain 

(3-8) f (|/£'|
2 + ^fordr = i f(l - f*)f?rdr + 0(e2/p2), 

Jo r €   Jo 

where we used 

[rf'MP
r=0 = pf'MM =0(e

2/p2) 

(recall (3.4)). By virtue of (3.8) 

IM    = *J\^ - f!)f! + ^(1 " f!)2}rdr + 0(e
2/p2) 

= £ij\l - /e
2)(l + fe )rdr + 0(e

2/A 

Put 

(3.9) 

f Je(p) = /e
(1) + Je

(2) + 0(e2/p2), 

/(1):=£jfll(1-y?)(l + /?)rdr, 

We compute it1' and J(2). By (3.3) 

(3.10) I'1' = I ^V - {/oc(S)}2)(l + {foo(s)}2)sds 
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which is independent of e and p. On the other hand we can compute 

1(2)    ^T {1(1-/?)(!+/e
2)/2}rdr 

JeRx    e 

= TT /" 1(1 - /,)(! + /«)(! - e2/2r2 + 0(€4/r4))rdr 
JeR1

e 

= 7r       -dr + n        0(62/r3)dr. 
JeRx r JeRx 

Thus 

(3.11) /(2) = Trlogp - vrloge - Trlogi^i + 0{1/Ri) + 0(e2/p2). 

Using (3.10) and (3.11) in (3.9), we obtain the desired (3.6). 

4. An approximate solution. Given po> set 

(4.1)        Y:={yGQm: \yW - y^\ > 2p0) j ^ k,     dist(y^\dn) > |po}. 

We take po small so that the set Y is nonempty. Throughout this section, we assume 
that p(e) is a positive function satisfying 

(4.2) lim p(e) = 0,    lim —r-r = 0. 

We note that Propositions 2.2, 3.1 in the previous two sections still hold for putting 

P = Me)- 
Let x be a function in C00(E) satisfying 

X(s) 
r i, s^o, 
\ 0,    s > 1 

and define 

Then 

Xeir) ■= X(r/p(e) - 1). 

1,    r<p(e), 
Xt(r) = 

0,    2p(e)<r. 

Set 

(4.3) Qp(£) = Q \ Uf=1Bpie)(y(J)),        fi2p(e) = fi \ u7=1B2/,(e)(»W)) 

and for y € Y" define a positive function with zeros at y — y^, 1 < j < m, as follows: 

(4.4)   we(x;y):=< 

9e :=1-—|Ve|2,       X€Q.2p{e), 

9c + X^UP - 9c),   p(e) <\x- yij)\ < 2p(e),   1 < j < m, 

xeBp{e)(yW),     l<j<m, &, 
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where 0 = 0(x;y) is defined by (2.5) and 

(4.5) /W)(x) := fe{\x - yW\),        xP := Xe(\x - y^\). 

We write 

1 
(4.6) fiu) := A^+— (1- \u\2)u. 

With Uh = Uh(x',y) in (2.6), define 

(4.7) ifce(a;;y) := we(x]y)uh(x]y). 

Then 

(4.8)       r(ue) = [A^e + {-|ve|2 + i(i - ^e
2)}^e + 2iVwe • ve]^. 

Here we used (2.8) and 

Vuh = i(Ve)uh,   \Vuh\2 = \Ve\2,        xjLyW    (l<j<m). 

LEMMA 4.1.  There exist a constant C\ > 0 and a small number ei > 0 swcA ^/ia^ 
/or€e(0,€i), 

Clc2{1 + §]^Wj'    a;E^(e)' 
|^(tie)|<{   ^1—1— + 

x-yW\      [a;-2/0)|4 

/, 0) 

p(c)<|a:-yW)|<2p(c), 1 < j < m, 

Ci     J\<^ + lA'd^ " yU)\)\ h     ^ € ^^(yW)),  l < j < 
F-2/ (J) 

m. 

(4.9) 

Before proving this lemma, we estimate L1-norm of ^(ue). Since 

fP(e) /*P(c)/e   ^ 

^      \Mr)\rdr = eJo ■^foo(s)sds = 0{p{e)), 

and 

/•p(c) 

Jo 
Mr) rdr < p(e) 

hold, by (4.9) of Lemma 4.1 we easily check that there is a constant Ci > 0 such that 

.-2//'   /,.\\2 

and 

/      |^(«e)|da: < C1€
2/(p(€))2

> 

/ |^(Ue)|da: < C^e), 
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for each j. Moreover we can similarly estimate the derivative of J7^) with respect 

to yp ) to obtain 

L d 

dyik) 

Hence we have 

:Hue) dx < d max{log(l/e),e7/o(e)d} 

LEMMA 4.2. Let ei be a number as in Lemma 4.1.  Then there is a constant C\ 
such that for e € (0, ei), 

(4.10) / \r(ue)\dx < Cx max{p(e), e2lP{e)2}, 

(4.11) / 
d 

dyp 
(k) H^e) dx < Cimax{log(l/e),e2/p(e)3}. 

Proof of Lemma 4.1 :   Henceforth we often simply write p for p(e) if there is no 
confusion. 

First we check 

771 

IVGI2 < | Y, dJVx(Arg(a; - y®) + ip{x; y^))\2 

lAlvei^^ji + g^-i^j, 

(4.12) 

(4.13) 

(4.14) 
\x — yv 

For p<\x- y{j)\ < 2p, by (3.4) 

fP -9e = \(|VG|2 - l/\x - y^l2) + O^I\x - y^\% 

thus 

(4.15) 

We also see that 

^-9']-W=W\' p^\x-yu)\^2p- 

|ve|2 + i(i-5£
2) = -i-|ve|2,  x&n2p, 
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-ivef + lci-^) 

= -|Ve|2 + 1(1 - gl) - X{i\l+9MJ) - 9t)lt2 

+Xij)(l - 9e)UP - 9e)h2 - (xP)2(fP - 9e)2/e2,    P<\x- y{j)\ < 2p, 

from which 

(4.16) -|ve|2 + -2(i-^2) < < 

cie
2 i + f;^ 

Ci 
1 

\x-y 

^[{x-y 

+ 

0)14 ,%   £^2/9, 

(i) a:-2/0) I4 

^< k-y0'^ < 2/? 

follows. By (4.13) and (4.16), we obtain 

(4.17)    |AW£ + {-|ve|2 + l(l-^2)K| < Cie2    1 + E |a;_
1

y0)|4     ,    *efV 

Moreover combining (4.16) with 

|A^|    < |Ape| + lAx^H/i^ - &I + 2|Vx^)||V(/e
0') - ge)\ + lA^ - ^)| 

de2 de2 de2 Ci62 

|x_^0)|4      ^i^.^o-)!      p|^-2/0)|2      |x-2/0)|3 

< de2 

Ix-^l4' P< \x-y{j)\ < 2p, 

we get 

(4.18)    \&we + {-|V0|2 + ^(1 - ^2)K| < d 

iov p< \x-yti)\ <2p. 

On the other hand we can compute 

^2 

1 e2 

+ ■ |a;-2/0)|      lx-2/^l4 I ' 

V^e • V© = < 

Vge - ve = -yv(|ve|2) • ve,   a? e fi2p, 

0)   ,   ^COvy/fO') {V^ + (/e
Uj - ge)Vx^ + x^;v(/e

Uj - ft)} • ve 
P< |a;-2/W| <2/o. 

Thus we obtain 

(4.19) ]VWe-V91<62cJl + f:|x_
1^.)|4i,        xzSl2p. 
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Furthermore, with the aid of 

Vx\x-y^\.Aigx(x-y^)=0 

we can show 

|Vxe
0) • VG| < Ci/p, 

Hence we have 
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2 2 2 

(4.20) 
|X   _  y(j) |4 p|X   _   y(j) I |X   _   y(j) |3 

< 
de2 

F-y (i)|4' 
P< \x-y{j)\ <2p. 

Finally we compute 

r(ue)    = {A/6
W) - IVGIVP' + 4(1 - (fP)2)/?1 + 2iV/«> • V0}eie 

= -    |ve|2- 

Since 

|a:-yCj)|2 

we obtain 

(4.21)        |^(ue)| < difP/lz - tf«)| + |/i(|a: - ^^|)|},        x G Bp(vW)). 

In terms of (4.17) (4.18), (4.19), (4.20) and (4.21) we get to the desired estimate (4.9). 
D 

Next we show some estimates for derivatives of the approximate solution for later 
arguments. Let (u,v) denotes 

(4.22) (U,V)L2 = Re / u(x)v(x)dx 
Jn 

for u, v G L2(Q;C).   Recall that C is identified with M2, therefore this is the inner 
product in L2(fi;M2). 

LEMMA 4.3. 

(4.23) 

<^>     (ST. 

diif 

dy} 
(k) 

'p 

dx = 0(1), 

TTlog(l/e) + 0(1),    k = j and p = q, 

H' dy?'/v    I 0(1), k^jorp^q, 
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(4.25) / dV 
etfW 

dx = 0(log(l/e)),     l<k,j<m,   l<p,q<2. 

Proof.       The estimate (4.23) is easily verified, therefore we prove (4.24). 
First we write 

du*     due 

..« ' A„0) dyF dy)ri L2 ■X( 
dw€   dwe        o dQ    dQ   \  _ 

T + ^ —rrr —TTT I ax 
dy(

P
k) dy(

q
j) dyih)dyij\ 

Since 

dw. 

dy? 
(fc) 

e2   a 

' 2 ^fc) 
ivei2, a; 6 Q,2p, 

.£!_^_|Vei2 + -^-yO)(fO-) _ ar) 

+x«0')-4T(/ij) - ft),     P < 1^ - y(j)\ < 2P, 

I   52/p 
(fc) 

(*) 

x e Bp{yW), 

we obtain 

2 

/ ^  di^d / .    € (.)|6 + /       i/^ix-^Di^ + oa). 

Therefore from a simple computation we can see 

2 

(4.26) 

We also easily check 

(4.27) 

Next we compute 

/ 
dwe 

dyp 
(fc) dx = 0(1). 

i Owe   dwe 

nd^dyp 
dx = 0(1). 

/ 
Jet 

w, 2
 dQ    dQ J 1 dx. 

la   "dyPdyP 

First consider the case for k = j and p = q — 1. Then 

dy\ 
(fc) = 4{-^^ + i^;y

(fc))l k-y(fc)l2    dy[ (fc) 
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by which 

/ Jn, 
wt 

de 
dy[k) 

dx 
Jo     Jp 

27r   rPor2sin2{ 

■rdrdO + O(l) 

7r(logpo-logp) + 0(l), 

and 

JBJyW) 

dQ 

Syi1 (k) 

r2ir     op pzir     pp 

dx= /  (Mr)) 
Jo    Jo r 

rA(/oo(*))2 

Jo s 

2Sin2^r^ + 0(l) 

ds + 0(l) 

= 7r(\ogp-\oge) + 0(l). 

Thus recalling that p = p(e) satisfying (4.2) and po is a fixed number, we obtain 

(4.28) 
Jo. 

dQ 

dyi (*) 
da; = 7rlog(l/e) + 0(l). 

It follows from (4.26) and (4.28) that 

2 

(4.29) / Jn 

due 

dy\ (*) 
da5 = 7rlog(l/e)+0(l). 

Similarly we obtain the same estimate for k = j and p = q = 2. 
Next we consider the case for k — j and p ^ q. For simplicity, we set p = l,q = 2. 

Then 

dO    dQ   _ -(x2-y{
2
k))(x1-y[k)) 

dy[k) dyH* \X _ y(k)|2 |x — t/(fc)|2 H-OCl/la;-^!),        arwy ■(*) 

Because of 

^y-fe-flfa-^,^ r- ['zm^{>ds = o, 
\x — y(k)\2     \x — y(k)\2 

one can easily check 

(4.30) / 
Jn 

2 dQ   dQ       _.,. 

n   -dy[k)dyik) 

As for the remaining cases, fc ^ j, we easily verify 

90    dQ 

ddPdyP 
= 0(l/|x-2/W|), a:«y ,0) 

from which 

/ 
Jn 

w. 2
 dQ   dQ 

n   -dyP&y? 
= 0(1) 

follows. This concludes the proof of (4.24). 
To prove (4.25), we repeat the similar computations done for (4.24). We leave it 

to the readers. D 
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5. Energy for the approximate solution. The following lemma involves the 
closeness between the energy of ue and the renormalized energy V(y): 

LEMMA 5.1.   Let Ee{u) be the energy defined by (1.3).  Assume (4.2).   Then for 
small 6 > 0; Ee{ue{'\y)) is C1 in y and 

(5.1) Ee(u6) = mTr log(l/e) + Co + V(y) + 0(p(e)) + 0(e2/p(e)2). 

Moreovery if e2/p(e)3 —> 0 as e —> 0, then 

(5.2) Aj)E^) = ^U)V(y) + OiPW + O^IP^f)- 
uyp uyp 

holds. 

Proof        Since the proof of the former part is simple, we focus on (5.2).  For 
simplicity of notation we simply write p for p(e) again. Set 

e£(ue) := |V^|2 + «;e
2|V«fc|

2 + ^(1 - w2
e)

2. 

Then 

1(J)EM   =li^U)eMdx 

=
 o      T-n)e^u^dx + oS/ —jjTee(ue)dx. 

We write 

ee(t4e) = |Vwh|
2 + We,        x&Q, 

(5.3) _       j 
W, := |V^|2 + (1 - «;2){-|V«h|2 + ^2 (1 - u;2)},   a: G fi,, 

and 

eeK)      -|V/e(fc)|2 + (/ifc))2|VWfc|
2 + ^(l-(/«)2))2 

(5.4) 

13; _ y(A:)|2 

where we put 

(5-5) R^ := ((/«)» - 1) {|Vu,|2 - i^^} • 

Note that 

^VArg^cO)) = |v/(fc)|2 + (/w)2/|a: _ ^a + _L(1 _ (/(fe))2)2. 
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If we prove 

(5.6) 

(5.7) 

(5.8) 

and 

(5; 

JBJvW) dvX' 

d 

k-r[JBp(yW)dy^ 

d 

U) Rik)da 0(e2/p') + 0(p), 

I 
JQ fip dyp U) Wedx O^IP6), 

•9)   sl^i^-+kL^sF {|v-12 - R^F} dx 
Zr^B^y^dyY 

dvP 
V(y) + O(p), 

then it is clear that the desired (5.2) follows. Henceforth we fix p = 1. For p — 2 the 
same computation works, so omit it. 

First consider (5.6). It is trivial that jt holds for k ^ j. For k = j it follows from 

/ *   ee(/W>e*Al«-»0,>)<fa 

L Bp(yU))      dx\ 
27r 

ee(/0)e<Arg(x-„«)))da 

C 1 
/o    - mp)? + hipf/P2 + ^2 (1 - fe{p)2f}pcosedB = 0. 

Second we prove (5.7). For k ^ j, 

lBp(yW) L dy\ U) dx <-L Ci 

Bp(y(*))\X-y 
(k) ■dx = O(p). 

On the other hand for k = j we need a more careful computation. Let 

R{j) := 2{{f(J)f - l)Yyx\og\x - yO)| • VxS{x,y^), 

(5.10) t*i 

RiJ):=R^-RiJ). 

Then we easily see 

9   R{» - —i,JiW) + 2((/^))2 - 1) ^ Vx log [a: - yW) | • Vx-^S(x, yW). 
dx\J' „0)J .O")' 

With the aid of this identity we compute 

8 (5.11) f 
JE BP{y^)dy\ U) R[j)dx 
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/. 

d 

27r 

U) R^dx + 0{p) 

= 2j\ (fe(p))2 - 1) J](cos^sin^) • VxS(yk'> + peie) \ dd + 0{p) 

= 0{e2/p2) + 0{p) 

(we used (3.4)). 

As for (5.8), we verify that leading terms of W^ are as follows: 

W. 
fc=l k 

x-y 

e4 e2 

+ (fc)|6 F-y (fc)|4 + ■ rc E fip. 

Thus 

^2/1 

which yields (5.8). 
Finally we prove (5.9). Recall 

0) w. < 
Cl62 

Ix-yO')!5' 

j=l £=1 

(see (2.22)). We obtain 

d d 
(5.12)        -^-YIV^I

2
 - 2Vx-^TG(x,^)) • V,G(x,^)) 

dy\ (i) SyiW) 

+2^^Va-^TG(x,y«)) • VxG(x,yW). 
e^j 9y1 

We use the similar computation done in Lemma 2.3. In fact 

(5'13)      51^™* 
= "E / ^G(x,y^)—G(x,y^)dax 

lit, p 

^ k=lJdBp(yW)dy\ 
^GixJ^-^Gix^dax, 

where we noticed 

Moreover since 

dVi 
U) G(a;,yw)) = 0,        xedQ. 

I -4- log |x - yCi)|^- log |x - y^\dax = - f* —d9 = 0, 
JdBn(v^) dv\3) VVx Jo P 
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we have 

(5-i4) ILifa™2* 
= -Y [ l^log\x-y^^S(x,y^) + ^S(x,y^)^G(x,y^))dax 

tlJaBrwldyP du* tyr dv* J 

Similarly we can compute 

(5.i5)     \l      -4Y(IV^|
2
- ,    1

c.-)|a}'fa = -2'Ag(ytf).p0)) 

JdB^yW) [dyY1 vv* dy\J' ol/x ) 

+yidide I -^GixJ^^GixJ^da*. 
fc.        J\x-yU)\=Pdy{3) dvx 

On the other hand for k^ j, because of 

d     f._    l2      1 
|Vufc| 

= -4^ I IVxGCr.y^)!2 + 2^^V;cG(x)y«) • VxG(x,yM) 

and considering IV^G^j/^)!2 is smooth in Bp{y^), one can check 

(5-16)        U^^l^'-Fw}"* 
= Y [ djdlVx-^-Mx,y^) ■ VxG{x,yM)dx + O(p) 

f^JB^yW) dy^ 

= E / djde-^GixJ^GixJ^ 

^ndjdk-^rGiy^Ky^ + Oip). 
dyY' 

Combining (5.15) with (5.16) yields 

<5'17) itL^i™2-^}4* 

+EE / didt-^GfryM) ■ VxG{xJV)dx 
£rii£JdBp(yW)       dy\3) 
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-27r^S(yWfftt>)-2^ 

Since 

adding (5.14) to (5.17), we obtain the desired result (5.9). □ 

6. Dynamics for the vortex solution. Given small po > 0, we let 

(6.1) Y0 := {y G fim  :  \y^ - yW\ > ^    dist(y^,dn) > 2po} C Y 

(Y is defined by (4.1)) and 

(6.2) M€:={u = u€(;y)  : y £ Yo}. 

We denote a Banach space of continuous functions by 

(6.3) X := C0^; C)    with norm    ||iz||o := sup \u(x)\. 
xeTi 

Then Me is a 2m-dimensional submanifold of X. We discuss the dynamics of the 
solution to (1.1) in a neighborhood of the manifold Me- We derive the motion law 
projected on Me- To carry out it, we borrow the idea from §2 of [7]. We, however, 
need a more careful consideration because our approximate solution is not so nice as 
in [7], where their approximate solution has exponentially small error. 

Define an operator ife : % x X \—► M2m by 

(6.4) Ke(yiu) = (K[1\Ki1\^^K^\K^\^^Mm\Kt\ 

K^=K^\yJu):=/u-u^y)^^y))     ,     0 = 1,2. 

Note that 

Ke(y,u€(;y)) = 0. 

We first show 

LEMMA 6.1.  Ke(y,u) is a C1 function in (y,u) and the derivative with respect 
to y at (y,u) = {y,ue(-]y)) can be written as 

(6.5) ^-Ke(y,u€(-,y)) = -nlog(l/e)Ie,        Ie = I2m + 0(l/log(l/e)), 

where I^m is the 2m x 2m-identity matrix. Moreover for any y0 6 YQ, 

(6.6) 

holds. 

d d 
—Ke(y,u) - —Ke(y0,ue(-,y0)) ^dU + loga/eJh-^CM/JHo} 
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Proof.       It is easy to see that K€(y,u) is C1. Since 
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dK U) due due 

(6.5) immediately follows from (4.24) of Lemma 4.3. To prove (6.6), we use (4.25) in 
addition to (4.24). In fact 

dK(
q
j\      . 

^("'tf)W(",,'))L, + \tt",,'(''y)'i&(",y\ UVp \ vyp uyq j  ^ \ vyp    vyq j  L2 

Noticing that (4.24) holds for y and y^, we easily get to (6.6) by (4.24) and (4.25). □ 

Next for arbitrarily given VQEYQ, we define 

(6.7)    Hefau) :=y-Ae{yz)-lKe(y,u),        Ae(y0) := — Ke(y0,u€(',y0)). 
dy 

Put 

(6.8) V^d/o) :={yeY: \y -y0\<v},    X6(y0) := {u e X :  \\u-ue(.,yQ)\\0 < 6}. 

Then ne : Vv(y0) x X6{y0) - R2^ and 

Wc(y, w) = y <£> ^(t/, ix) = 0,       Heiyo, ue(-, Vo)) = Vo 

hold. We prove that He is a contraction mapping. 

LEMMA 6.2. There exist small 6i > 0 and ei > 0 s^cft iAat if 6 € (0,5i) and 
e G (0, ei), /or on^/ i/o € YQ ttere ea^ste an r] = r](y0, e) > 0 /or w/wc/i tte map ?^e o/ 
(6.7) carries Vri(y0) x Xs(yo) into V^yo) and 

(6.9) |We(2/i^)-We(2/2^)l<^i-y2l,        Vj^Vrjivo)   (j = l,2). 

Proof.       By the definition of We we can compute 

(6.10) 1^(^,^-^(7/2^)1 

= l^^o)"1!^^)^! -2/2) - (Ke(ylru)-Ke(y2,u))}\ 

< lir1 
op 

7rlog(l/e) 

1 d 
l»l-»2l 

op 

where | • \op denotes the operater norm for linear maps from E2m into itself.   We 
estimate 

(6.11) 

—K(y0, ixe(., y0)) - "3-^(2/2 + t^i - y2), u) 

1 

dt 
op 

<Cl{l + (log-)||«-«e(-,»)||o} 

< dll + (log i){||« - «e(.,yo)llo + ||«e(-,yo) - «e(-,V)llo}]. 
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where we put y = y2 + t(y1 — y2) and used (6.6) of Lemma 6.1.  Let Si > 0 be a 
number satisfying Si < 7r/6 and take rj = 7](y0, e) so that 

IK(-,yo)-^(-,l/)||o < g 

holds for \y - y0\ < r](y0,e). Then inserting (6.11) into (6.10) yields (6.9). 
To prove 

He : Vniyo) x X6(y0) ^ V^yo), 

we notice 

|W€(2/,u)-2/ol ^ l^(2/,w)-We(y0,we(-;yo))l < 2^y~yo\ ^ 277' 

We concluded the proof. □ 

By the above lemma, we can use the uniform contraction mapping principle (see 
Chap.l, 1.2.6 of [11]) to obtain the following lemma: 

LEMMA 6.3. For each u G X^T/Q) there is a fixed point of He, y = ye(u) € Vr}(y0) 
such that ye{u) is a C1 function satisfying ye(ue(y0)) = y0, where r](= r}(yQ, e)) is as 
in Lemma 6.2. 

We can extend the function y€(u) to the one defined in a neighborhood of Me. 

LEMMA 6.4. Let Y be as in (4.1) and Si be a number as in Lemma 6.2. For any 
6 G (0,<?>i); define 

(6.12) Us(Me):={ueX  :    min \\u - u6(-;i/)||o < *}, 
yeYo 

where Me is defined by (6.2). Then there is a Cl mapping ye : Us(Me) —> Y such that 
Ke(ye(u)^u) = 0. Moreover for u G Us{Me)) ye(^) minimizes \\u — ^(S^IIL

2
^)- 

Proof By virtue of the compactness of YQ and that <!>i can be taken uniformly 
for y0 G YQ, the former assertion of the lemma immediately follows. To prove the 
latter part, put 

<*(£) := \\u - M", Veiv) + QWhw 

Then one can easily verify 

^a(0) = Ke(ye(u),u) = 0, 

and 

-a(0)    =-(—^(-,ye(u)),-^(-,ye(u)) 
d&W^ W^'™"'^ L2 

+ (U"Ue(-,y>))'^a)(',y>)))L2 
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By Lemma 4.3 there is a small 61 > 0 such that if 6 G (0, Si), every principal curvature 
of a(£) at £ = 0 is positive for any small e > 0. This proved the lemma. □ 

We have the main result on the dynamics of vortex solutions. 

THEOREM 6.5. Assume that p(e) is a positive function satisfying 

(6.13) lim p(e) = 0, lim —^r = 0, 

and that ue(x; y), y € Y are the functions defined by (4.7), where Y is as in (4.1). Let 
ye : Us(M.e) —> Y be a C1 function appearing in Lemma 6.4. If for a positive T > 0, 
a solution ue(x,t) of (1.1) inUs(Me) satisfies 

(6.14) \\u*{.,t) - ue(-;ye(u%;t)))\\o = 0(e),        t G [0,T], 

then there is a ei > 0 such that y = 2/e('w6(-,^)) admits 

(6.15) log(l/e)~y = --VV(y) + o(l). 
at TT 

Proof       For simplicity of notation, we drop e in the solution ue(x,t) and write 
y(t) = ye(u(-,t)). We also simply write (•, •) for (•, ')L2. Lemma 6.4 tells that 

£e(y(t),<,t)) = 0, 

which implies 

(6.16) /^t)-^(sw(t)),-^u€(-;!/(t))\=0,        g = l,2,   1 < j < m. 

Differentiating (6.16) with respect to t yields 

ut -^•wH™-^™* 
d^Ut ,-,(*) 

H'dvt 

^(«(-,*)). 
duf 

dy(
q
j\ 

where y = dy/dt. By putting 

v€(a:, 0 := w(a;, t) - ue(x] y(t)), 

we obtain 

5uf \ 
= (^(ue+t;e(-,t)), 

Sy^, 
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(u£ = ue(-;y(t))). We write 

^(«e + t;e)    = T(ue) + C(ve) + N(ve) 

(6.18) 
1 2 

C(ve)    := Ave + -^(1 - |ue|
2)ve - -jlte(tzci£)tte, 

^(^)    := -j {1^1 V + 2Re(uev;)ve + |^|2^}. 

We can easily verify by integration by part that 

(6.19)   (^.),^ = "U^!|V°'|2 + 5(1-|,"|2)2t,il + 0<e2) 

a 
Sy^ 

^(we) + 0(e2), 

£(w£),—T^T) = /   -rr^—r^da — /   ue-^ ^-da + (ve,L(du€/dy^)}. 
/an c^ a^ ^^yW) 

Recall 

Moreover applying Lemmas 4.2 and 5.1, we obtain 

d_ 

'A 
(ve,£(dut/dy<p)) f'W™ ^dmaxOogCl/e)^2//)2}!!^^ 

and 

^w, <C^\\ve\\l 

Hence from the assumption (6.14) 

(6.20) ^(Ue + Ve), 
% (i) 

Ee{ue) + o(l) 

follows. 
We apply Lemma 4.3 to the left hand side of (6.17) and use (5.2) of Lemma 5.1 

in (6.20) to obtain 

log(l/e)i#> (6.21) 

which is the desired equation. □ 

1    8 

Kdyf U) V(y) + o(l), 
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